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Introduction 
In [9] J.W. Duskin gets an inner interpretation for the ‘cotriple’ cohomology of 
ia monadic category in terms of n-dimensional torsors, generalizing to any dimen- 
ision Beck’s interpretation of dimension 1. Later, in [15], P. Glenn, using a slightly 
,different n-torsor concept, developes a cohomology theory for an exact category in 
the sense of Barr [4] without requiring free resolutions, which is applicable in both 
algebraic and topological settings and coincides with the most important cohom- 
ology theories in the known examples. Clearly this general context is an appropriate 
one in which to formulate and solve the classical problems considered in these 
theories of relating them in low dimensions to ‘obstructions and extensions’. This 
is the object of our paper. 
More precisely, with each of the classical cohomology theories in Algebra has been 
associated a theory relating Hi (Zf2 as classically numbered) to the classification of 
non-singular extensions and W2 (H3 as classically numbered) to obstructions to the 
existence of such extensions. This problem has been studied using cocycle calcula- 
tions in several algebraic contexts (e.g. [5], [12], [163, [17], [22], [23], [24]) and with- 
out these ([13], [26]). In this paper, we interpret the two-dimensional torsors E. 
under an abelian group A (whose connected components [E.] E Tors’(R, A) define 
H2(R,A) in the Glenn theory) as obstructions to the existence of (l-dimensional) 
torsors under the groupoid G(E.) associated to E.. Specifically, we have 
Theorem 5.3. TorsiR(R, G(E,)) #0 if and only if [E.] =0 in Tors2(R,A). 
Moreover, we have 
Theorem 5.4. If [EJ = 0, then the abelian group To_rs’(R, A) acts on the set of iso- 
morphism classes Torsr,(R, G(E.)) as a principal homogeneous representation. 
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Since the elements of Torst,(R, G(B)) correspond to isomorphism classes of non- 
singular extensions, these results may be seen to include the classically established 
ones with proofs that are here completely conceptual. 
In the process of establishing these results we first obtain an exact sequence of 
six terms in the first variable for Glenn’s torsor cohomology which we are able to 
extend with two additional terms as 
Theorem 7.3. If p : B + R is a regular epimorphism and A is an abekan group, then 
there is a natural exact sequence 
0 * Hom(R, A) + Hom(B, A) + Tors’(p, A) + Tars’ (R, A) 
+ Tors’(B, A) + Tors’(p, A) + Tors2(R, A) --, Tors2(B, A). 
In this sequence, the abelian groups Tors’(p, A), i = 0,l are conceptually intro- 
duced as groups of torsors relative to p under A (i.e. with fixed augmentation p), 
while the proof of this latter theorem includes the solution of some of our prob- 
lems involving torsor calculations. For instance, the exactness of Tors’(B, A) 4 
Tors’(p, A) + Tors2(R, A) is a version of the obstruction theory. 
It is worth noting that this sequence includes at least fragments of a number of well 
known ones and that the abelian groups Tors’(p, A), introduced here, coincide with 
those introduced by Van Osdol in [25] and Rinehart in [23] for the same algebraic 
contexts. For instance, if one considers a variety V of associative and unitary algebras 
over a commutative and unitary ring K, then, for p : B --n R a surjective epimorphism 
in V and A an R-module in V, Tors’(p, A) s HomR(N/N2, A) z N”(p, A), where N 
is the kernel ideal of p (Proposition 8.4), and Tors’(p,A)zE’(p,A)=H’(p,A) 
(Proposition 8.10), where H’(p,A), i =0, 1, are the cohomology groups of Van 
Osdol [23], and E’(p, A) is the abelian group of equivalence classes of crossed 
modules over R under A relative to p (see Definition 8.9). Likewise, the sequence 
of 7.3 can be rewritten as in Proposition 8.21 which includes the j-term exact 
sequence for the Andre-cohomology [l] and the 8-term exact sequence for Harrison- 
cohomology obtained by Gerstenhaber [The third cohomology group of a ring and 
the commutative cohomology theory, Bull. A.M.S. 73 (1967) 950-541. 
In the same Section 8 we also prove several results such as: “The category of 
crossed modules in V is equivalent to the category of groupoids in V ” (Proposition 
8.7); “Tors’(R, A) zE2(R, A)” where E2(R, A) is the abelian group of equivalence 
classes of crossed modules over R under A (Proposition 8.10); “Every groupoid in 
V is the fiber of a 2-torsor” (Corollary 8.11), and we reformulate, in 8.13 and 8.15, 
our obstruction theory of Section 5 in terms of nonsingular extensions of algebras. 
In addition, for certain varieties of Algebras, we prove that every element of 
H2(R,A) is an obstruction, in the sense of each element of H”(R,A) has a repre- 
sentative crossed module A C, N-+ E* R in which A = Z(H) (Proposition 8.20). 
In the introductory paragraphs of Sections 1, 2, 5, 6 and 7 we recall, without 
proofs, certain facts in group cohomology theory in order to make contact with 
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known concepts for their own sake and to motivate the climb to higher levels of 
generality. We nevertheless choose the varieties of associative and unitary algebras 
as appropriate categories in which to interpret the simplicial results in terms of the 
corresponding ‘linear concepts’, because this example is apparently less known. 
The methods and notations utilized in this paper follow those of Glenn in [15]. 
The framework in which the paper is developed is an exact category in the sense of 
Barr, E, whose most important properties are described in [4]. Ab will be the 
category of abelian groups and Ah(E) the internal category of abelian group objects 
in E. If A is an abelian group in E, and R an object of E, the hypergroupoid K(A, n) 
and the abelian groups of cohomology Tors”(R, A) are those defined in [14], [ 151 
or [ll]. For morphisms, B -‘R, C+ R in E, we denote the pullback object by 
B xR C. A regular epimorphism in E will be denoted by +. Finally, in what 
follows, we shall frequently make use of the so-called Yoneda and Barr elements: 
That is, if R is an object of E the notation XE R will normally represent an element 
of Homx(. , R), although, in some proofs we will utilize Barr’s metatheorem [4, p. 
721 and an element XE R will represent an element XEF(R), where F is an arbitrary 
limit- and epi-preserving functor F : E -+ Set. 
1. The 5-term exact sequence 
In group cohomology theory, if 1 -+ N+ G + Q + 1 is an exact sequence there is 
a 5-term exact sequence of abelian groups 
0 -+ Der(Q, A) + Der(G, A) -+ Home(Nat,, A) -+ H’(Q, A) -+ H2(G, A) 
for each Q-module A. This exactness was proved by Hochschild and Serre [Co- 
homology of group extensions, Trans. AMS 74 (1953)] and a conceptual proof was 
first given by Barr and Rinehart using the interpretation of the elements of 
H2(Q,A) as classes of singular extension [Cohomology as the derived functor of 
derivations, Trans. AMS 122 (1966)]. 
After the interpretation of the elements of H2(Q, A) as classes of 1-torsors over 
Q under AjQ%Q in the category whose objects are the groups above Q, [6], and 
the well known isomorphism Der(Q, A) I Horn ~roup,~(Q, A 1 Q --) Q), the conceptual 
proof of this exactness given by Barr-Rinehart can be reformulated. Thus, we will 
consider the general problem of the existence of a corresponding 5-term exact 
sequence in an arbitrary exact category, which include not only the above but others 
applicable to many different contexts (for example to sheaf cohomology). 
Let p : B--w R be a regular epimorphism. We denote by B.P the simplicial object 
(with augmentation p) obtained by iterating the simplicial kernel construction, that 
is 
Bf’: -Bx,Bx,B ~Bx,B.---+ ----+R B 
4 4 
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(since p usually corresponds to a covering, BP is often referred to as the nerve 
of P). 
1.1. Definition. Given a regular epimorphism p : B-N R and A E Ah(E) we define 
Torso@, 4 = Homsi,pr(~~(BP, K(4 1)). 
Since K(A, 1) is a simplicial abelian group this set Tors’(p, A) has a natural 
abelian group structure which is clearly functorial in A and gives 
TorsO(p, -) : Ah(E) + Ab. 
Similarly, if one has a commutative square 
B’ 2 R’ 
it induces a simplicial morphism (g, h), : B. ‘P’-+ By from which one obtains a natural 
transformation 
(g, h)* : Tors’(p, -) + Tors’(p: -). 
1.2. Lemma. Given p : B + R and A E Ah(E) there is a natural isoinorphism 
Tors’(p, A) z Ker(HomE (B xR B, A) ‘,*-“+‘,* - HomE (B xR B xR B, A)). 
Proof. This isomorphism is given by 
(t.:Bf-+K(A,l))q:BxRB-+A. Cl 
Note that if 1 --* N-+ G -& Q + 1 is an extension of groups and A is a Q-module, 
then Tors’(p, A3 Q -+ Q)=HomQ(Nab, A) by t, -_f; such that ft(n[N, N]) = t,(n, 1). 
The following proposition includes Theorem 3.13 of G.S. Rinehart [23] and pro- 
vides a general solution to the classical problem of constructing singular extensions 
(e.g., the well known construction: 1 --) N+ G % Q + 1 is an extension of groups, 
A is a Q-module and f: N-, A is a morphism of groups such that f(g-‘ng) = 
p(g) .f(n), then there is a singular extension 0 + A +E+ Q + 1, unique up to 
isomorphism, such that one has a commutative diagram 
P’ l-N-G- Q -1 
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is a particular case of 1.3). 
1.3. Proposition. Given p : B * R and A e Ah(E), for each simplicial morphism 
t. : BP + K(A, 1) there exists a I-torsor under A augmented over R, of : E.’ + K(A, l), 
unique up to isomorphism, such that one has a commutative diagram 
BP r(. E.’ 
\ / 
t. a! 
K(A,l) . 
Proof. For existence we consider the morphisms 
fa 
Bx,BxA rBxA 
fi 
where fO(x, x’, a) = (x, a) and fi (x,x', a) = (x’, a - tl (x, x’)). 
One immediately observes that these morphisms jointly define an equivalence 
relation and so a kernel pair whose coequalizer q gives the exact sequence 
Bx,BxA --tBxALE& 
which defines (E&. 
The morphism B x A 4 R defined by (x, a) -p(x) induces a regular epimorphism 
p’ : EA + R for which we let E.’ = (E$p’. One now gets a simplicial morphism 
crf : E’ + K(A, 1) as follows: 
SinceqxRq=Coeq(foxRfo,f,x,f,)andthemorphismh:(BxA)xR(BxA)~A 
given byh(x,a,x’,a’)=a’- a+ t,(x,x’) satisfies the equality h(fo XR fO) = h(f, XR f,), 
there is a morphism a!{ : E,’ XR Ei + A which clearly extends to a simplicial mor- 
phism af : E! + K(A, 1). 
This morphism is an exact fibration on dimension n ~1 since the morphism 
(pr, ctf) : Ei XR EA -+ Ei x A is really an isomorphism: In effect, the sequence 
fox1 
Bx,BxA 2 .: BxA2 --@+ E;xA 
flxl 
is exact and the morphism B xA2 -% B x A % E& where k(x, a, a’) = (x, a + a’), 
induces a morphism /3 : Ei x A -+ EA and it is straightforward to see that (pr, 8) : Ei x 
A --) Ei XR Ei is an inverse of (pr, a:). 
Thus, [(E.‘, af)] E Tors’(R, A). 
Finally, the simplicial morphism u, is obtained as the unique lifting of uo : B+ Ei 
given by uo(x) = q(x, 0). 
Let us assume now [(E.‘, a!)] E Tors’(R, A) such that the diagram 
0. 
’ E.’ 
“\ / 
t. a: 
WA 1) 
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commutes, with o, an augmented simplicial morphism. 
On considering the action of A on the torsor E,‘, one has a morphism f’ : B x 
A --+ Ei given by f’(x, a) = D&C) - a, which satisfies f’fo =f’fi and thus induces 
f” : Ei + Ei; f” extends to an augmented simplicial morphism x” : E.’ + E.’ which is 
a I-torsor morphism since 
f “(q(x, a). a’) = f “(ah, a), a‘) = f”qk(x, a9 a’) = f”q(x, a + a’) 
= f ‘(x, a + a’) = Do(x) - (a + a’) = (f.&) - a) - a’ 
= (fWx, a)) - a’. 
Hence, [E,‘] = [E.‘]. 0 
Let us note that Proposition 1.3 is also a direct corollary of the Beck’s H’ 
theorem applied to the monadic functor p* : E/R -+ E/B (via pullback). 
1.4. Proposition. Given p : B --4) R and A E Ah(E) there exists a natural connecting 
homomorphism y” : Tors’(p, A) + Tors’(R, A). 
Proof. Following the notation of 1.3, if t, E Tors’(p, A), we define y’(t.) = 
KC!, a!)]. 
Let us see that y” is a moprhism of groups: Let t,, tl E Tors’(p, A); we then have 
the commutative diagrams 
KM, 1) WW . 
Now if F. -+ K(A, 1) is a representative of the class [E.‘] + [Ef’], there is a commu- 
tative diagram 
E.’ XR E!’ - F. 
K(A2, 1) + WA, 1) 
from which we obtain the diagram 
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and thus by 1.3, that y”(t. + tl) = y’(t) + y’(ll). 
It is easy to show that y” is natural in both variables; for example, if g : A -)A’ 
is a group homomorphism, the diagram 
Torso@, A) ” - Tars’ (R, A) 
g* I I a# 
Tors”( p, A’) ” - Tors’(R,A’) 
is commutative: If t, ~Tors’(p,A), then there is a commutative diagram 
a! = YOU.) 
J J 
K(A,l) g KU’, 1) 
(cf. [15, p. 511) which when joined with the diagram of Proposition 1.3 allows us 
to conclude, again using Proposition 1.3, that g,y’(t.) = y’g,(t.). 0 
1.5. Corollary. For each R E E and A eAb(E) one has 
Tors’(R, A) = Lim Torso@, A), 
p:BIR 
where the direct system of abelian groups (Tors’(p, A)& is indiced in the filtered 
category of regular epimorphism above R. (Thus Tars’ can be defined as a Cech- 
cohomology.) 
Proof. For each p : B --), R, by Proposition 1.4, we have the natural connecting 
homomorphism yj : TorsO(p, A) + Tors’(R, A) and thus a natural sink ((yj>,, 
Tors’(R, A)) for the functor p - Tors’(p, A). For another natural sink ((@,),,I,) the 
unique homomorphism h : Tors’(R, A) +L such that hyi = 4~~ for each p : B-B R is 
given by h[(E,, a.)] = @Q&Y,) where p is the augmentation of E.. III 
1.6. Proposition. Given p : B + R and A E Ah(E) there is a natural connecting 
homomorphism 6’ : Homx (B, A) + Tors’(p, A) for which the sequence 
Homx (B, A) --) Tors’(p, A) + Tors’(R, A) 
is exact. 
Proof. The morphism So is defined by So(f) = ti, where t{ is given by tif(x,x’) = 
f(X’) -f(X); because for each (x0, xl, x2) E B XR B XR B 
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@#-~ - d:ct{l+ d,*O{Mx,, Xl, x2) 
= ml) -.mo) -.m2) +.mo) +f(x2) -fW = 0, 
by Lemma 1.2, tfeTors’(p,A). The naturality and additivity of 6’ is plain. 
In order to show exactness, let 
0 . ..R xA2 : RxA -R 
4 I 
A 
be the split 1-torsor over R under A (d,(x, a,a’) =a’-a). If fe HomE(B, A), one 
has the commutative diagram 
BP 14* ’ cl 
\/ 
tf . d. 
K(A, 1) 
where uo(y) = (p(y),f(y)); then, by Proposition 1.3, y’s’(f) = 0. 
Now, let t, ~Tors’(p, A) be such that ~‘(t.)=0; then B’,‘=(l) and by Proposition 
1.3 we have a commutative diagram 
BP ” ’ Ul 
\/ 
t. d. 
WA 1) 
Definef=BaR xA P’-A. Then we have for (y,y’)~Bx, B 
MY9 Y’) = 4dY9 Y’) = 4MYMYMY’N =f(Y’)-f(Y) = tr(<v, Y’). 
whence t, = ti, or equivalently: So(f) = t, as required Cl 
1.7. Theorem (The j-term exact sequence). Given p : B * R and A E Ah(E) there is 
a natural exact sequence 
Proof. The morphism p: is defined by pulling back along p [14, p. 451. 
Exactness at HomE(R, A) and Horn&B, A) is immediate since p is a regular epi- 
morphism and exactness at Tors’(p, A) was demonstrated in 1.6. We shall prove it 
in the remaining point: Let t. Tors’(p, A). By 1.3, we have the commutative 
diagram 
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t. 
\ / 
a! 
MA, 1) 
from which we obtain the morphism (le, ue) : B + B xR Ei = (p*(Ef)), as a splitting 
for the 1-torsor p*y’(t,). Therefore p*y’=O. 
Now let us suppose [(E., a.)] e Tors’(R, A) is such that p*[E.] = 0. Then, the mor- 
phism E. xR B+ B is split by some morphism of the form (uo, le) for some 
u. : B *Eo, which extends to a simplicial morphism u, : B.P +E,. If we then define 
t. = a,u,, we have that t. is an element of Torso@, A) and, by 1.3, y’(t.) = [E.]. Cl 
We will now show that the Sterm exact sequence together with the following pro- 
perty (1.8) characterises the functor Tors’( -, -) : EoP x Ab(E)+Ab. 
1.8. Lemma. Let E. be a I-torsor under A with augmentation p : Bd R. Then 
p*[E.] = 0. 
Proof. The augmentation of p*E. : B XR B --) B, is canonically split by the diagonal 
morphism. Cl 
1.9. Proposition. Let H’( -, -) : EoP x A\>(E)+ Ab be a bifunctor such that 
(i) If p : B-n R is any regular epimorphism, there exists an exact sequence 
sp: Homx(B, A)-,Tors’(p, A) AH’(R, A)*H’(B, A) 
natural in the sense of: If g : A +A’ is a group homomorphism and 
I I 
BP-R 
is a commutative square, then the diagram 
Tors’(p, A) - H’(R, A) 
Tors’(p’, A’) - H’(R’, A’) 
is commutative. 
(ii) For each element XE H’(R, A) there exists p : B --n R such that p*(x) = 0. 
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Then, there is a natural equivalence Tors’(-, -)=I?(-, -1. 
Proof. We have a natural sink ((v,&,, H’(R, A)) for the functor p - Tors’(p, A) 
and then, by 1.5, there is a homomorphism F: Tors’(R, A)+H'(R, A) such that 
F($(t.)) = y,(t.). If F($(t,))=O, by the exactness of SP there is a morphism 
f: B +A such that s,“(f) = t. and then $(t.) = y;&;(f) = 0. Finally, let XE H’(R, A); 
by (ii) there is p : B *R such that p*(x) = 0 and, from the exactness of the sequence 
S,, there will exist t. E Tors’(p, A) such that y,(t.) =x, but then F($(t,)) =x. Thus 
F is an isomorphism, and this completes the proof. Cl 
2. The abelian group Tors ‘(p, A) 
In this section we will define an abelian group Tors’(p, A) for each regular 
epimorphism p : B +I? and A E Ah(E), which will play a prominent role in what 
follows. In group cohomology theory, if 1 +N+ G a Q + 1 is an extension of 
groups and A a Q-module, the abelian group Tors’(p, A 3 Q + Q) will be isomor- 
phic to one of the equivalence classes of ‘crossed modules’ over Q under A with 
fixed augmentation p : G * Q, equivalently, to one of the equivalence classes of 
extension 0 +A +E % N+ 1 of G-groups such that g(e) - e’ = ee’e-’ (cf. 1261; for 
analogue of this interpretation in a variety of associative algebras see Section 8 of 
this paper). This group Tors’(p, A 1 Q + Q) can be obtained as a homology group 
of a certain complex as in [20], [23] or [25]. 
2.1. Definition. Let p: B *R be a regular epimorphism and A E Ah(E). 
We consider the category TORS(p, A) whose objects are 2-torsors over R under 
A with fwed augmentation p and whose morphisms are the torsor maps f. : E. -+I!?: 
with f. = lg. Since f. is necessarily an isomorphism (the induced map between the 
attached 1-torsors is an isomorphism, thus f’ is so and consequently f.), this 
category is a groupoid. 
We define Tors'(p, A) as the corresponding category of connected components 
(i.e. isomorphism classes) of TORS(p, A). 
We shall demonstrate two elementary but rather technical lemmas about 2-torsors 
which will be useful later. These are particular cases of Glenn’s theorem 114, 
Theorem (5.3.1)]. 
2.2. Lemma. Let (E., p.s.) be a 2-torsor over R under A and let 
P 
El %&!?$1- El -EOXR EO 
I 
a 
A 
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be its attached I-torsor. 
For each (Y, Y’) EEI x~~~E,, E 1 and x, X’E El with dlx= do y and dl y = dOx’, if 
xy denotes the multiplication in the groupoid associated to the 2-torsor (i.e. xy is 
the unique element of El such that &(x, xy, y) =O), then one has 
a&Y, XY’) = NY, Y’), NYdY’X’) =dy, Y’). 
Proof. Let us observe that the following matrices define elements of E3 (for the 
matrix notation see [14, p. 391): 
Since 
one has 
and 
x-ly - 
x-l y’ ;;t 
w= y y’ 
i 
sod, y’ 
XY 1 xy’ sodo’_ 
r Y -1 Y’_’ so4 0: 
L sodor YX’ Y’X’ J 
82(~, Y ‘9 so4 y’) = /322(xy, XY ‘, so4 y’), (by (1)) 
~22(y,y;sod~y’)=82(sodly, y-l, y’-‘1 (by (2)) 
/322(r-‘,~‘-~,~0doy)=B2@odoy,y~;y’~’) (by (3)), 
or equivalently --(r( y, y’) = -a(~, xy’), -a( y, y’) = (r( y-‘, y’-‘) and --(r( y-l, y’-’ ) = 
a(yx’,y’x’), or (~(y,y’)=cr(xy,xy’), a(y-‘,y’-‘)=-a(y,y’) and a(yx’,y’x’)= 
dY,Y’). rJ 
This lemma reflects the compatibility of the groupoid structure with the action 
of the attached 1-torsor (in terms of Kan-actions (i.e. x. a = y if CT(X, y) = a)) 2.2 says 
that x(y ?? a) = (xy) ?? a = (x. a)y). These conditions are, as we shall see, enough to 
rebuild the 2-torsor. 
2.3. Lemma. If we have a groupoid 
G-J 
E,=.a. El - E,-R 
4 
and an I-torsor 
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El x&.&El = El -EOxREO 
a 
I 
A 
suchthata(xy,xy’)=cr(y,y’)anda(yx’,y’x’)=a(y,y’)foraZf(y,y’)~E,~~~~~E~ 
and x, x’ E El with dl (x) = do(y) and dl (y) = do(x’), then there is a unique 2-torsor 
E: over R under A whose associated groupoid is E. and whose attached l-torsor is 
the given one. 
Proof. Let E:=Cosk’(E 12 E. + R) be the simplicial object obtained by iterating 
simplicial kernels. We define & : Ei + A by 
&(YsYl,Y”)=dY’,YY”) 
which extends to a simplicial morphism 8. : E:-,K(A, 2) because if 
x0 Xl x2 
x0 Yl Y2 
i .I 
Xl Yl 22 
EE; 
x2 Y2 22 
one has 
~(x~,x,,X2)-~)6(XO,Y1,Y2)+~~~l,Y1,~2)-~~~2~Y2=~2) 
= t&q 9 x0x2) - a(y*, XoY2) + NY1 9 422) - MY23 x222) 
(because (Y~,XIZ~,XOY~) EEI KE~~~E,,EI Q,x~E~EI and then 
a(Y19 Xl 22) - dYl9 XoY2) + cI(XlZ2, XoY2) = 0) 
= a(x1, X0X2) + a(xoY2, Xl 22) - MY29 x222) 
= Cal 9 x0x2) + c&Y2, Xl 22) - dXoY29 xox2z2) 
(because cx(xoy2, x1 22) - a(x0~2, xoX2Z2) + ~(XI z2, X0X222) =o) 
= a(x1, x0x2) - (x(x1 22, x0x222) = a(xl, x0x2) - a(xl, x0x2) = 0. 
Now, Ei = A’ x A, i = 0, 1,2: If x - a denotes the Kan-action in the 1-torsor given, 
then for (x0, xl, x2) E Ei one has 
P2&0. a0, XI . al, x2. a2) = N-q . al, (x0. a0)(x2~ a2)) 
= ah ?? 4, (~0x2) - (a0 + ad) 
= a(x, , x0x2) + a0 - al + a2 
=P(xo,xl,xd+aO-al +at. 
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Then, ((-,Y,Y'),~)-((Y'Y-').~,Y;Y), NY, -9~'M-(~9(~~')- (-4,~') and 
((y,y’, -),a)-(y,y’,(y-‘y’). a)) are inverses of Ei-rA’x A, i=O, 1,2 respectively. 
E.’ is thus a 2-torsor; it is unique since in any 2-torsor the formula 
82(x0, Xl 9 x2) = a1 9 x0x2) 
is satisfied because the element 
x0 x1 
! 
x2 
x0 x0x2 x2 
Xl x0x2 Sod92 
x2 x2 so 4 x2_ / 
lies in E3. Cl 
2.4. Definition. Given the commutative square 
R’LRR’ 
i I hl h0 
BP.. 
and AEA~(E) there is a natural map (hl,ho)*:Torsl(p,A)-,Torsl(p’,A) as 
follows: If [(E., /3.)] E Tors’(p, A), then (h,, h,)*[(E., p.s.)] = [(h,, h,)*(E.)] where 
(hl, ho)*(E.) is the 2-torsor with augmentation p’ whose attached 1-torsor is obtain- 
ed by pulling back the attached I-torsor of (E,, /3.). It is a 2-torsor since the hypo- 
thesis of Proposition 2.3 is satisfied. 
Given p : B -W R a fixed epimorphism and g : A +A’ a group homomorphism there 
is a natural map g, : Tors’(p, A) + Tors’(p, A’) as follows: For each 2-torsor under 
A with augmentation p, (E,, &), in [14, Proposition 4.31 is showed the existence of 
a 2-torsor under A’, Tors’(R, g,)(E,) =g*E,, also with augmentation p, such that 
one has a commutative diagram 
E. 
h. 
- gd. 
K(i, 2) A K(A: 2) 
It is easy to see, by the construction of g*E., that the above square has the 
following universal property: If (El, /3.‘) is any 2-torsor over R under A’ for which 
one is given a commutative diagram 
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K(A, 2) A K(A ‘, 2) 
then there exists a unique f. : g*E.-+ EI such that blf. =g&. and f,h, = h:. 
We define g * : Tors’(p, A)+Tors’(p, A’) by g*([E.]) = [g,E.J as above. Of 
course, by the universal property, g, is well defined in connected components of 
2-torsors with augmentation p and it is clear that (gg’)*= g*gi. Cl 
2.5. Proposition. Given a commutative diagram 
I i hl h0 
BP-R 
in E and g : A +A’ a homomorphism in Ah(E), the square 
Tors’(p, A) 
(h,,h,)* 
- Tors’(p’, A) 
g* I g* I 
Tors’(p, A’) 
(h,&,)* 
-Torsr(p’, A’) 
is commutative. 
Proof. Let [(E., /I.)] ~Tors’(p, A). One 
(h,, ho)*E. ,E. 
(h , , ho)*(w) I\. 
. 
has the commutative diagram (by 2.4) 
From the proof of 2.4, the commutativity of the left parallelogram implies 
g&r,, hJ*E. s (h,, ho)*g,E.. 0 
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2.6. Proposition. Tors’(p, A) is an abelian group. For each (h,, ho) :p+p’ and 
g: A +A’ as in 2.5, (hl,ho)*: Tors’(p, A)+Tors’(p’, A) and g*: Tors’(p, A)+ 
Tors 1 ( p, A’) are group homomorphisms. 
Proof. Given KE,, B.s.)l, MC’, 1?3 E Tors’(p, 4 we define W., B.S.)1 + W?, A’>1 as 
the class of the 2-torsor with augmentation p whose attached I-torsor is the 
addition of the attached 1-torsor of the attached 1-torsor of E. and El, which exists 
using Lemma 2.3. Equivalently, the class of [(E.)] + [(E.‘)] can be obtained as 
[+*(A, l)*(E, xR El)], where + : A2 +A is the addition morphism and (d, l)* is the 
map associated with the commutative square 
Bx B-R R 
according to 2.4. 
It is straightforward to check the associativity. The unity element is the class of 
the quasi-split 2-torsor with augmentation p : B --)) R (i.e. whose attached I-torsor is 
split: . ..Bx~Bx~BxA~~BxRBxA~~.B+R), and the inverse -[(E,,j?.)]= 
KE., -B.s.)l. 
Now given g : A +A’, g, is a morphism in Ab: 
g*W.l+ bT’l)=g*+d4 V*W. X,E:)l =(A, 1)*+&xgMEwT’l 
= (A, l)*+,k&. XR i&E:)1 = +*(A, U*Kg&. XR g&)1 
= k&'.l + k*E:l. 
Finally, (h,, h,)* is a morphism in Ab: 
(h,, hoYW.1 + E’l) = W,, ho)*+&4 l)*[E. XR El1 
= +dh,, ho)*@, l)*E. XR E’l 
= +.(A l)*(h x h,, ho)*@‘. XR E:l 
= +& l)*Kh,, ho)*E. XR (h,, ho)*E:l 
= @,, h,)*[E,l + (h,, h,)*E’l. •I 
2.7. Definition. Given p: B +R and A eAb(E) we define a connecting homo- 
morphism 
yi : Tors’(p, A) + Tors2(R, A) 
by y’[(E., /I.)] = [(E,, fi.)]. That is, we imbed a 2-torsor with augmentation p into 
the category of all 2-torsors over R under A and take its connected component class. 
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Because y’([E.] + [El]) = [+*dj#Z’. XR El)] = [E.@ElJ = y’[El + y’[E’I (cf. 114, P. 
79]), y’ is a homomorphism of abelian groups. 
3. 
6’ 
The connecting homomorphism Tors ‘(B, A) --+ Tors ’ (p, A) 
3.1. Proposition. Given p : B --n R and A E Ah(E) there is a natural homomorphism 
6’ : Tors’(B, A)dTors’(p, A). 
Proof. Let (B., CT.) be a I-torsor over B under A. Let us consider the 1-torsor over 
B xR B under A2 (B. XR B., cr. X a,) and the 1-torsor d,(B, XR B,), where d: A2 --) A 
is the morphism d(a, a’) = a’- a, which we denote by (... Et *B XR II, al). Et is ob- 
tained from the exact sequence 
f 
B~xRB~xA 
41 
-BoxRBo-E 1 
Pr 
where f(x, x’, a) = (x. a, x’. a’), and the cocycle a’: El xBxRB El +A is given by 
mz?l(X, 09 41(x U’N = MY Y’) - 4x, Y). 
Likewise, one has the commutative diagram 
BoxR B,xA --_;B,xA 
- 
BOxR BO _I___* BO 
El :B 
4 
where di=El+BXR B p” B, i = 0, 1, and s is induced by the diagonal morphism A. 
Since the square 
is Cartesian, by Grothendieck’s lemma [14, Lemma 2.3.11, we deduce that the square 
doql = q pro is as well Cartesian. 
The diagram 
6 
El _B 
4 
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now defines the source, target and identity assignment of a groupoid whose multi- 
plication is given by 
!I1 (x9 o?l (x Y’) = Qlk Y’. NY, 0) 
for each q1 (x, 0, ql(y, u’) E 4 with doql 0, y’) = dl ql (x, x’)(i.e. qo(y) = qo(x’)). In 
effect, it is plain that the above formula defines a morphism 
E, X,,,& =&-+E,. 
If (qr (x, x’)ql(y, y’))ql (z, z’) is defined, one has 
(al(x* x’)ql(Y,Y’))q,(z, 2’) =4,(x, Y's a(y, x’))q,(z, 2’) 
=41(x,z’.a(z,Y’.a(Y,x’)))=ql(x,z’.(a(z,y’)+a(y,x’))) 
=ql(x,(z’.a(z,Y’)).a(Y,x’)))=q~(x,x’)q,(y,z’.a(z,y’)) 
=qt(X,x’)(q,(Y,Y’)q,(Z,Z’)). 
Finally, for each ql(x, x’) E El one has 
and 
41(x, X’)=b?l(W’) =41(x, X’)Ql(X’, x’) = q,(x, x’* a(x’, x’)) = q& x’), 
sdoq, (x, x%1 k x’) = Ql (4 x)q, (4 x’) = q1 (x, x’ * a(x, x)) = q1 (x, x’) 
Qr (x, x’)G (x’, x) = Qr (& x - dx; x’)) = ql (x, x) = sd,q, (x, x’) = sd,ql (x’, x), 
that is ql (x, x’)-1 = q1 (x’, x). 
The action of the l-torsor &(B. XR B,) is compatible with this multiplication: 
a%?, (x, x’kl, (Y, Y ‘1, Q1 k x’h (23 2’)) 
= a’(q&Y Y'* dY9 m 41(x, z’- dz, x’)) 
= a( y ’ - a( y, x’), 2’. a(n x’)) - a(x, x) 
=a(YW)-a(y,x’)+a(Gx’)=a(y’,z’)-a(y,z) 
= a’& (us Y’X q1 k z’h 
and analogous 
a’(ql(v, Y’)ql (x, x’h41 k z’h (x9 x’)) = a’(ql 0, y’), ql (z, 2’)). 
Thus by Lemma 2.3, there exists a 2-torsor whose attached 1-torsor is 
d,(B, XR B,). We will denote the thus obtained 2-torsor by S’(B,) and will define 
the desired mapping 6r :. Tors’(B, A)+Tors’(p, A) by S’[B,] = [&(B,)]. 
Moreover, S1 is actually a homomorphism of abelian groups, since by Lemma 
2.3 a 2-torsor with fixed augmentation p is completely determined by its attached 
1-torsor; and thus given 1-torsors Bf over B under A, i= 1,2, to prove that 
S1([B.‘] + [I?!]) =&([B,‘]) + 8*([B!]) it is enough to see that the attached I-torsor of 
t3’(B,‘@B_?) (cf. [14, (5.6)]) is the sum of the corresponding attached 1-torsors of 
Sl(B.*) and S’(B?). But 
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and the additivity is established. 
Similarly, we show that it is natural in both variables in the sense that given a 
group morphism g : A +A’ and a diagram 
I I h h0 
BAR 
one has S’g,=g,,J’ and 6*h:= (hi,~&5’. For this latter fact it is sufficient to 
observe that 
and 
4. The exact sequence Tors’(R, A)+Tors’(B, A)+Tors’(p, A) 
4.1. Proposition. Given p : B + R and A E Ah(E), the sequence 
6’ 
Tors ’ (R, A) 3 Tors ’ (B, A) - Tors ’ (p, A) is exact. 
Proof. If F. = ??*a FxA ZF+R is a 1-torsor over R under A, then if p*F.= 
-0. BxR FxA SBxR F+B, the attached 1-torsor of G’(p*F.) is given by the 
bottom row of the following commutative diagram, whose columns and rows are 
exacts (see 3.1), 
E,xA b + El ??BXRB 
since the eipimorphisms of the upper right hand square are split, they induce a sec- 
tion for El + B XR B. Thus, S’p*[F.] =O. 
Now let (B,, a,) be a 1-torsor over B under A such that 6’ [B.] = 0. We will then 
have the diagram (see 3.1) 
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d0 
in which all squares with do are pullbacks and consequently the same holds for the 
square 
B,x~B~-,Bx~B~-+Bx~B=B~x~B~-+E~-‘Bx~B. 
Since the attached 1-torsor of d’(B.) is split with s as section it induces s and 3 from 
which we obtain the equivalence relations 
d0 d0 
BXRBO ----L;Bo and BOXRBOXA~ 
d,s d,S 
BoxA. 
If one now takes coequalizers, one has the following commutative diagram with ex- 
act columns and rows 
BxRBOXA :BxA -FxA 
BxRBOL BO -F 
BxRB XB -R 
and the resulting quotient F. is a 1-torsor over R under A, but now p*F, z B. since 
the square Bo+ F+ R = B. + B + R is Cartesian. 
5. The 2-dimensional obstruction theory 
After the interpretation, in group cohomology theory, of H2(R, A)(H3 as classi- 
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tally numbered) as ‘crossed modules’ in the category of groups (cf. [S. MacLane, 
Historical Note, J. Algebra 60 (1979) 319-3201) the obstruction theory of Eilenberg- 
MacLane can be formulated as follows: 
If B and K are groups, A = Aut(K) the automorphism group of K, I = Int(K) the 
group of inner automorphisms of K, 2 = Z(K) the center of K and R = A/I = Out(K) 
the group of other automorphism of K, the exact sequence 
is a crossed module over R under 2 and then represents an element of H’(R, 2). 
If 1 + K+ E -+ B+ 1 is a group extension, this induces a commutative diagram 
1 -K-E -R- 1 
(1) 
O- z- K- -R- A 1 
where q : E +A = Aut(K) is the homomorphism of the action of E on K by conjuga- 
tion (i.e. q(e)(k) = eke-‘), and the class in H’(B, 2) of p*S is zero. 
A pair (S,p : B +R) is called an ‘abstract kernel’ and each commutative diagram 
as above is called a ‘realization’ of the abstract kernel (S,p); the class in H2(B, 2) 
of p*S is called the ‘obstruction’ to the existence of a realization of the abstract 
kernel and it is verified that every element of H2(B, 2) is an obstruction to the ex- 
istence of any relaization for some K. 
The main theorems are: Given an abstract (S,p), (1) Such a realization exists if 
and only if the obstruction [p*S] is zero, (2) If Real(S,p) denotes the set of equi- 
valence classes of realizations of (S,p) under the natural relation and Real(S,p) #0, 
then H’(B, 2) acts on Real(S,p) as a principal homogeneous representation (see 
references of our introduction). 
It is possible to establish the equivalence between the concepts of crossed modules 
over R and 2-torsors over R, in such a way that, if (S,p) is an abstract kernel, 
realizations of (S, p) correspond (one-to-one) to I-torsors which are compatible with 
p under the groupoid fiber of the corresponding 2-torsor. More precisely, the above 
crossed module 
S:ONZ*KQ.AP.R-*l 
corresponds to the 2-torsor over R under 2 3 R -+R, in Group/R, given by 
E,=... E2 a,KjA_; - 
:R-R 
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where dl : K 1 A + A is defined by dl (k, f) = @(k)f, E. = Cask’ 
Pd(ko,fo> - (k,,foh (kz, @(kolfoH = (kokzki’,P(fo)h and a realization (I) as above 
corresponds to the foJlowing l-torsor under the groupoid fiber G(E,) = 
_E- Ex,E- B 
K3A :A -R 
where ql(e, e’) = (e’e-‘, q(e)) (cf. [lo] for these facts and Section 8 of our paper for 
an analogue in associative algebras). 
Then, we can again reformulate the obstruction theory of Eilenberg-MacLane 
considering, in an arbitrary exact category, a general problem which includes not 
only the above but others applicable to many different contexts (for example the 
obstruction theory for sheaf cohomology) as follows: 
Let (E,, j?.) be a 2-torsor over R under A and q : B +R a morphism in E. Let 
G(E,) be the groupoid associated to (E,, p.s.) which is its fiber (i.e. G(E,) is given by 
G(E.), = Em, m =0, 1, G(E.h =Ker(&) and G(E.) = Cosk2(G(E.)). See [14, p. 731 
and Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3). We wish to classify all I-torsors under the groupoid 
G(E,) which induce q; that is, to classify ‘extensions’ PO-n B and pairs of mor- 
phisms (qo,ql) such that the diagram 
&F 
FOxBFO---r-- 0 
,,B 
El ------;Eo -R 
is commutative, the left square qodo=doql is a pullback and the cocycle condition: 
al(Xg,XI)q1(XlrX2)=ql(X0,X2), or equivalently B (4 (x x 1 q @ x ) 4 h~2))=O 2 1 0, 19 1 0, 2 3 1 
is satisfied for each triple (x0, x1, x2) E FO xg F. x,Fo (see [ 14, Lemma 1.3.11). 
Given q : B + R and (E,, p.) as above, the pair ((E,, /?.), q) will be called an 
‘abstract kernel’ and the class in Tors2(B, A) of q*(E., /3.), obtained by pulling 
back via q, the ‘obstruction’ of ((E., jl.), q); we shall say ((E.,/3.), q) is ‘un- 
obstructed’ provided [q*(E,, /I.)] =O. We will denote by Tors,(B, G(E.)) the cor- 
responding subgroupoid of Tors(B, G(E.)), its objects (Foe B, qo, al), up to 
isomorphism, will be called ‘realizations’ of the abstract kernel ((E.,p.),q). 
Note that Tors,(B, G(E,))aTorsr,(B, G(q*E,)), and thus we can always reduce 
to the case q = lR. 
We will now prove two lemmas that will describe essential properties of 
realizations. 
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5.1. Lemma. Let (FO *R, qo, ql) E Torsl,( R, G(E.)) be a realization. Then q. and 
q1 are regular epimorphisms. 
Proof. It is consequence of the fact that El V,,d,) -EoxREo and Eo*R are 
regular epimorphisms (i.e. G(E,) in E/R is connected and nonempty) (by the 
metatheorem of Barr [4] it is enough to prove this in Sets by means of an elementary 
diagram chase). Cl 
5.2. Lemma. Let (Foe R, qo, ql) E Tors IH(R, G(E.)) be a realization and 
FI =FoxRFO~EEl xE,,Fo. Then the epimorphisms of 5.1 have canonically 
associated to them l-torsor structures 
90 ??~~FoxA=:Fo--+Eo, 
.-OF, xA3F, %F, 
such that the following diagram commutes: 
F,xA----i FoxA 
I I 41 90 - 
El i E. -R 
Proof. Since the 1-torsor ...FI xAISF, *Et would bed$(~~~FoxAZFo*Eo) it is 
enough to find the first 1-torsor to finish the proof. We define CY : F. xEO F. +A by 
Q(x, x’) = -82(41(x, 09 Ql (x, 49 Q, (xt x)). 
Now, if (x0, x1, x2) E F. xR F. xR Fo, then the matrix 
i 
Ql(XO,Xl) 4dXoJ2) 41(-%x2) 
Ql(XOJl) crl(XO9%) %(x0,x0) 
Ql(XO9 x2) 41(x09 x0) 4&o, x0) 
Ql (x1 9 x2) 41 (x09 x0) 4, (x09 x0). 
defines an element of E3, and since the first row of the matrix lies in Ker(j3) and 
al(Xg,~0)=qld(xo)=soqo(xo)=soqo(x~)=q~4(x~)=q,(x~,xl) we deduce that 
eo, x1 I- a09 x2) + dXl , x2) = 0. 
Thus ar extends a simplicial morphism a. : Cosk(Fo * Eo) -+ K(A, 1). 
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Moreover, CY. is an exact fibration in dimensions n 11 because the morphism 
FO xE,, &, -‘& x A given by (x, x’) - (x, a(& x’)) is an isomorphism, with inverse 
F,,xA -41 x E. ‘% 
FOXA+FOXE,FO defined by (x,~)o(x,q~(x,x).~). Cl 
5.3. Theorem. Torsr,(R, G(E.)) #0 if and on/y if [(E., /I.)] = 0 in Tors2(R, A) (with 
the terminology introduced before, there is a realization of the abstract kernel 
((E., fi.), lR) iff it is unobstructed). 
Proof. If Torst,(R, G(E,)) #0 there will be a realization (F,+R, qo, q,) of 
((E,, j?.), lR). Then, considering the quasi-split 2-torsor 
I 
d 
A 
FoxA----_;Fo-R 
where d(x, y, z, a, b, c) = a - b + c, one notes that it may be inserted into the com- 
mutative diagram 
D xA_ Fo-R 
where fi (x, y, a) = q1 (X y) . a, using the action of the attached 1-torsor; since 
rS2f2(x,y,z1a,b,c)=82(q1(x,y).a,q,(x,z)ob,q,(y,z).c) 
=82(q,(X,y),q1(X,z),ql(y,z))+a-b++ 
=a-b+c=d(x,y,z,a,b,c), 
we have a 2-torsor morphism and, by [14, (5.7.7)], [(E,,b.)] =O. 
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Conversely, let us suppose [(E,,/3.)] =O; again by [14, (5.7.7)], there is a 2-torsor 
morphism E.” --) E., where E’s is quasi-split, that is 
E,S=-~R,x,B,X&-JxA 33B~x&)XA=:B~++R. 
Now, the morphism E.” +E, induces a functor between the groupoid fibers 
G(E,S) + G(E.) and this in turn a mapping Torsl,(R, G(E’f)) + TorsrJR, G(E,)) (see 
[14, proof of (2.4.1)]), then Torsl,(R, G(E,))#O, since (ET, lR) always has a re- 
alization given by the diagram 
B,x, BoxA y2a-~A -R 
B,x, BoxA .’ BO -R. cl 
5.4. Theorem. If TorsIR(R, G(E,))#t, then Tors’(R, A) acts on Torsl,(R, G(E,)) as 
a principal homogeneous representation. 
Proof. We will describe operations 
To&R, A) x TorsrJR, G(E.))-,Torsr,(R, G(E)), 
Torsr,(R, G(E.)) x Tors,,(R, G(E,))+Tors’(R, A) 
which we will respectively denote 
(S, T) c-) s + T, 
(T, T’) - T- T’ 
such that 
(i) (S, + S2) + T= S1 + (S2 + T), 
(ii) (T, - T2) + T2 = Tl, 
(iii) (S + T) - T= S. 
This clearly proves the theorem. 
We describe S+ T as follows: Let 
d0 
HxA - HER 
4 
be a representative element of S and (F. --)) R, qo, ql) a representative of T. Consider 
the simplicial objects which are the pullbacks of F. =Cosk(Fo*R) along p and 
pdo. One has the diagram 
(11) 
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(pd())*F. = a*’ I-$ XR HXA : F,x,HxA -HxA 
/I do b, 
11 
II do Dl 
11 
do 4 II 
p*F,= . . . FlxRH- F,x,Hp 
F,= ... Fl b 40 * 
H 
I P 
R 
221 
where D1 (x, h, a) = (x. a, h ?? a) and Di (z, h, a) = (z - a, ha a), using the actions of the 
given I-torsor and those obtained in Lemma 5.2. These morphisms D1 and D1 may 
easily be seen to satisfy the simplicial commutativities implicit in the above diagram 
and to be such that (do, 0,) and (do, Di) are equivalence relations. On considering 
their respective coequalizers we have the commutative diagram 
F,x~H~A------~ Fox,HxA -HxA 
uw 
do Dl 
44 
F,XRH -I FOXRH~ 
where the bottom row is now also exact. 
The given realization (F. *R, qo, ql) and the diagram 
diagram 
F1- 0 ‘-F’-R 
I P 
R 
(II) induce a commutative 
in which the square F{ * F6 + Eo = F; + El -+ E. is Cartesian because of its occur- 
rence in the commutative diagram 
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F, xR HxA -F,x,HxA 
(IV) Fl xR 
(see [14, Lemma (2.4)]). Thus F.‘is a torsor and we define 
S+ T= N+%.&q;)l. 
We describe Tr - T2 as follows: Let 
(Fi*R,q&qi), i= 1,2, 
be representatives of q. Taking the pullbacks of the pairs (q;,qf) and (q&q:) one 
obtains an equivalence relation 
F; xE, F+Fo’ xEoF,f 
and considering its coequalizer one has a commutative diagram 
*XF;-----+ 
in which the induced morphism p : H + R is clearly a regular epimorphism. 
Now, one has that p is the augmentation of one I-torsor over R under A; in fact, 
by Lemma 5.2 we have four I-torsors 
...FjxAZFj’+Ei, i= 1,2,j=O, 1; 
consequently the sequences 
..~Fj1X~jFj2XA~Fj1X~jFj2-*Fj1X~jEj =F;, j=O, 1, 
are 1-torsors; we now have the diagram 
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F~XE,F:XA------i FJ X&F$XA -HxA 
ii II 
09 F; xE, F; : Fd xEoFi -H 
in which all the rows and the left and central columns are exact. Using Grothen- 
dieck’s lemma it follows that the squares are Cartesian so that the right hand column 
is also exact. 
Consequently, H. = .*. H x A 3H * R is a 1-torsor and we define 
T,-q=[H,]. 
Finally we show 
(S, + S2) + T= S, + (S, + T). 
Let us assume that ... Hi x A 3 Hi --)) R, i= 1,2, are representatives of the Si and 
(F. + R, qo, ql) a representative of T. Let S, + S, = [.*. Hx A 2 H* R]. There is a 
commutative diagram 
H, xR H2xA 22 YH,~RH2~A -HxA 
H,xAH2xA T -H 
HxA :H *R 
where 
~o(x,Yde=(-4Y), 4(x,Y94=(%Y4, 
~~(x,u,a,b)=(x.a,y,b), adx,y,a,b)=(x,y.a,b), 
&(x,y,a,b)=Wb,y4 and D,(x,y,a,b)=(x,ye b,a) 
(since Si + S2 = f+,(H,, XR Hz,)], cf. [14, p. 791). 
But from diagram (III) it is clear that a common representative of (S, + S,) + T 
and S, + (S2 + T) is given by (& -R, go, &) induced by the diagram 
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Similarly (T, - T2) + T2 = Tr as an immediate consequence of the definition of 
S + T (see diagram (II)) and the fact that all the squares in diagram (V) are Cartesian. 
As well (S + T) - T= S, which follows from the definition of S + T and diagram 
(III) since F{ xE, F, z F, xR H and Fi xEo Fo= F. xR H (see diagram (IV). 0 
6. The exact sequence Tors’(B, A) z Tors’(p, A) 2 Tors’(R, A) 
We will now prove the exactness at Tors’(p, A) of the sequence 6ry’, where the 
homomorphisms 6’ and y ’ are those defined respectively in 3.1 and 2.7. 
The obstruction theory, mainly Theorem 5.3, developed in the last section is need- 
ed to state this exactness. But, for the sake of motivation, before proving Proposi- 
tion 6.1, we briefly outline the proof in group cohomology theory, where this exact- 
ness is well known using the interpretation of Tors ‘(B, A) as singular extensions 
and Tors’(p, A), Tors’(R, A) as crossed modules (see [26], for example), but we 
will find it here as a consequence of our results 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3: 
In translating Theorem 5.3 to the language of crossed modules and their realiza- 
tions (see the introductory notes to Section 5) one has that the class of any crossed 
module over R under 2 
S=()+Z+K$.B++l 
will be the zero element in H’(R, Z) (H3 as classically numbered) iff there is a com- 
mutative diagram 
1 -K -E-R-l 
(*) I 4 
O- Z-K-----_,B-R-1 
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corresponding to a realization of an abstract kernel in 5.3. We then speak of (*) as 
a realization of (S,p). Note that not necessarily B= Aut(K). 
As well, the homomorphism 6’ : H’(B, Z)+Tors’(p, ZjR*R) defined in 3.1 can 
be shown to be the mapping that sends the class of a singular extension O-,2-, 
E +B + 1 to the class of the crossed module 0 * 2 --*K + B -+ R + 1 obtained in the 
commutative diagram 
0 0 
(**) 1 -K- E -R-l 
! I 
1-L -B-R-l 
I I 
1 1 
Now, by Lemma 5.1, the homomorphism q in (*) is surjective, indeed by 5.2 one 
has a singular extension 0 -+Z+E+Bdl and thus the diagrams (*) and (**) are 
equivalent. 
Finally, we note that the morphism y1 : Tors ‘(p, 2 3 R + R) *H2(R, 2) acts as 
sending a crossed module under 2 and fixed augmentation p : B + R to its wider 
class in H2(R, 2) and then Theorem 5.3 is equivalent to the required exactness. 
6.1. Proposition. Given a regular epimorphism p : Be R and A E Ah(E) the 
sequence 
6’ 
Tors’(B, A)--+Tors’(p, A)LTors2(R, A) 
is exact. 
Proof. Recall that the morphism 6’ is defined by 
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(see 3. l), where the groupoid associated to &(B.) is given by the bottom row of the 
commutative diagram 
B*x,B,xA--_; BoxA 
Il../ A.11 
Box, B. X B,----R 
,B -R 
in which the columns are exact and the left squares are Cartesian, and the attached 
1-torsor to 6’(B.) is d,(B, xR B.) where d : A2 + A is the morphism d(a, a’) = a’- a. 
The morphism y’ is given by y’([E.]) = [E.] according to 2.7. 
~‘6’ =0 since if [B.] ETors’(B, A), its image is the class of 6’(B.) and (6’(B.), 1R) 
has the realization (B. +R,qO,ql), so, by Theorem 5.3, #(c~‘[B.])=O. 
Conversely, let us suppose now that (E., 8.) is a representative of a class of 
Tors’(p, A) such that y’[(E,, &)] = 0. Again by 5.3, ((E., p.), 1R) will have a realiza- 
tion (Fo-nR,qO,ql), and by Lemma 5.2 there is a commutative diagram 
FOX, FOXA ---;F,xA 
II_+ II 
FoxRFO i Fo -R 
in which the columns are 1-torsors. Let B. = ... F. x A ZFo +B and let 
a : FO X,Fo + A be the corresponding cocycle (see the proof of 5.2). 
We claim that a1 [B.] = [(E,, /3.)]. For this, by the definition of 6’, it is enough to 
check that the attached 1-torsor of E. and the torsor d,(B, xR B.) are isomorphic: 
Now, one has the following diagram 
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~~~(~,X~~O)XR(~~XB~O) ----sFo~RFo-B~ B R 
A2 / 
axa 
41xq1 
I 
I 
I 
d ---SE* X&*BE, 
A a’ / 
El -BxRB 
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in which all the commutativities are clear except the one corresponding to the left 
hand parallelogram, which is equivalent to the assertion that 
o’(q1(.%Y),q,(~‘,Y’))=@J’)-o(Y9Y’) 
for all ((x,x'),(Y,Y'))E(F~x~Fo) xR (FoxBFo). 
To establish this, let us observe that the following matrixes define elements of E3 
(note that ~~~~~~‘~=~~~~~‘~=~~~~~~‘~=~~~~~)=~1~~,~~): 
l_qr(x,-e q,cw) q,wmJ 
ql(Yw I 4l(Y’,Y) 4l(x,Y) - Z= 4l(Y’,N 4l(Yl,Y’) 4l(x,Y1 4l(Y’,Y) !?l(Y,Y) 4l(Y,Y) 4&GY) 41cGY’) 41(Y’,Y’)_ 
But then 
x= 
1 416% 4 41 (x, a SllcG 4 
(Ilcm ql(x,Y’) QlkY) 
4lcm 4lk~‘) 4lKY’) 1 ’ 
I , 
i 
ad% x) %(x,Y’) qlkY) 
Y= 41(x,x) 4leYY’) 41kY’) 
!?l(x,Y’) QlkY’) CrdY’tY’) 
4l(x,Y) 41(x,Y’) 4l(Y’,Y’) 1 
41 (x’, x) 41 (x, 4 41 (x, XI 
T= a1wJ) 41wPY’) m9Y’) 
a1wJ’) Qlw9Y’) 41ccY’) * 
41eJ) m9Y’) 4lW,Y’) I 
a71 (x, Yh 41 WY Y ‘N = 82GIlk 49 41(x9 Yh 41 WY Y’)) 
=rs2(4l(~,~),ql(M,Y’),ql(~‘,Y’))-~2~4l(~,~),Ql(~,Y’),ql(~,Y)) (by XI 
=~22(~l(~I,~),ql(~~~),ql(~,~))-~2(ql(~,Y),ql(~,Y’),ql(Y~Y’)) 
(by T and Y respectively) 
=~2~Ql~x’,~~,~l~x,~~,~l~x,~~~-~22(~l~YI,Y~,~l~Y,Y~,~l~Y,Y~~ (by 2) 
= a& x’) - dY9 Y’) 
as required. 
Lemma (2.4.3) of [14] allows us to conclude that d,(B, xR B,) is isomorphic to 
the attached 1-torsor of E.. Cl 
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7. The eight-term exact sequence 
By Theorem 1.7, Proposition 4.1 and Proposition 6.1 we already have a ‘I-term 
exact sequence 
0 + Horn&?, A) + Horn,@, A) -+ Tors’( p, A) + Tors ’ (I?, A) 
-+Tors’(B,A)-rTors’(p,A)-)Tors2(R,A) 
associated to a regular epimorphism p : B +I? and A E Ah(E). We now will extend 
this with the homomorphism p* : Tors2(R, A) -rTors2(B, A). 
In group cohomology theory (see introductory notes of the preceding sections) 
given the extension 1 + N+ G * Q + 1 and A a Q-module the eight-term exact 
sequence corresponds, up to isomorphism, to 
0+Der(Q,A)+Der(G,A)-tHomQ(Nab,A)-+H2(Q,A) 
-H2(G,A)+Sext&(N,A)+H3(Q,A)-,H3(G,A) 
where the abelian group Sext,$(N, A) (in notation of Wu [26]) has as elements the 
equivalence classes of crossed modules over Q under A with fixed augmentation 
G + Q + 1 (other notations for this group, up to isomorphism, are for example 
Ext(Q,G,A) in [20], XPext(N,G,A) in [18], W’(p,A) in [25], or SldHA(G*Q) in 
[23]). The exactness at the point H3(Q,A) was proved by many authors, but the 
method of Wu [26] is sufficiently conceptual and allows us to suggest a proof in the 
general context of an exact category as follows. 
The following lemma avoids the free groups used by Wu in his paper. 
7.1. Lemma. Let (E,, /I,) be a 2-torsor over R under A and let p : B* R be such 
that p*[(E,, fl.)] = 0. Then, there are 2-torsors (El, a.‘) over R and (E.“, fi.“) over B 
such that 
(9 KE.‘, 81 )I = W., /VI ; 
(ii) (E(‘, /I.“) is quasi-split; 
(iii) El = Ei; 
(iv) there is a morphism of 2-torsors over p: 
II - ” - . . . 
E2 :E1 - EO 
‘I- B 
P; 
i 
I I I P 
t- . . . 
E2---tE ;B EO I-R 
A / 
as 
Proof. Since p*[(E,, fl.)] =0, by [14, (5.7.7)], there is a commutative diagram of 
2-torsors 
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where E: is quasi-split. 
On considering the resulting square El --) E. *R = E,“+R = R, one now has a 
morphism of 2-torsors 
Em’= _.. El-----; ‘- 2----+4 -----+EO “_*R 
A 
where the 2-torsor (E.‘, /I.‘) is obtained by pulling back the groupoid structure and 
the attached 1-torsor of (E,, /?.) along the morphism El +Eo using 2.3. 
Finally, by the Cartesian construction of the above diagram, one has induced the 
required 2-torsor morphism E.M +El. Cl 
7.2. Proposition. For aN p : B -+ R and A E ah(E) the sequence 
Tars’ (p, A) --f+ Tors2(R, A) p’, Tors2(B, A) is exact. 
Proof. p*$[E.] = 0, since y’[E.] has a representative with augmentation p; conse- 
quently the pullback p*y’ [E.] has a representative, F., with split augmentation and 
its class is zero because there is the morphism of 2-torsor 
RxA3a ,RxA 7R R 
A 
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where h(r, a) = s&r) - a, and the upper row is quasi-split. 
Conversely, let us suppose [(I!?., B.S.)] ETors2(R, A) is such that p*[(E., /I.)] = 0. By 
7.1, there is a diagram of 2-torsors 
I - 
E2 
P” . . . -----_tE;--_i “MB Eo 
P 
E’~E’- PI 
2- 1- EO ‘-R 
with [(E., /?.)I = [(EI, b.)] where the 
sidering the attached 1-torsors one 
attached 1-torsor of (Ef,/3:) is split. On con- 
has the commutative diagram 
s A 
t” ” 
E;xA--;;s i ~~x/~E+B 
E;xA ‘E; I----) - E;x,E,- 
I P 
P’ 
E’----R 0 
where the central square is 
Now, let us consider the 
f 
SO 
Cartesian and f, sd = so. 
diagram 
X ~(E,“x,E;)x,(E;x,E;) 
PO Pl 
iI 
E; 
1 
in which the square t’pr =pof is Cartesian by definition and g : X-+E; is defined, 
using the product in the groupoid fiber of El, by the formula 
g(x (-% Xl ), (-4 4 )) = (f, s(x* 9 ~OMU-i e& 4 )I. 
The square t’g =pJ is now also Cartesian as a consequence of the fact that the pair 
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Mf&, ~~))u(.f&b;))) determines 
of X since 
day = 4.fi S&I, ~0) = ~0, 
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uniquely the element (y, (xg, xl), (& xi)) 
do((f, S&I, xo))u(fi d-6, x; ))I = dofi N-q 3 xo) =x1 9 
d, y = do f, s(x& xi) = xi and 
4 ((f,s(xl~xo>>r(fi~(x~,~;)))=drfi~(x~,~;)=~;. 
Similarly, it is straightforward and elementary to check that the pair (pr,g) is 
actually an equivalence relation. We now define q : E; *El as the coequalizer of 
(pr,g) and J% +BxR B as the induced morphism in the diagram. By Grothen- 
dieck’s lemma the lower square is Cartesian too. 
The attached I-torsor of (El, 8.‘) may be lifted by pullback along p. to obtain an 
extension of diagram (VI) 
XxA ‘, X- (E;x,E;)x,(E(qx,E;) 
E;xA : E; 
E,xA---; - El * Bx,B 
in which all rows and columns are exact; so that E, becomes a 1-torsor over B xR B 
under A. 
Furthermore, the diagram 
A - 
El -Bx,B BB, 
where So is induced by so, is the truncation of 
induced by the multiplication in the groupoid 
diagram 
is a functor. In effect, given (qy, qy') E El X El such that do,'= dlqy it is possible 
. a groupoid whose multiplication is 
fiber of E.‘, in such a way that the 
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to define ww’ as dN.h ~(4 Y, ~oY'))Y') because if (Y, (xg, x1), (x& ~6)) and 
(y’,(zo,zl),(&z~)) lie in X, then 
qu a9 X0NYu-l s(x& 4 WI SC& 21 ))(.h a1 9 z0NY’u-l Sk& 2; 1)) 
= QKfl a1 9 Xo)lYcfl a9 Zo)lY'(h ski, 2; 1)) 
= dY(fl d&9 ZONY’) 
so that this definition gives a morphism /1’ +& and makes El =f B into a groupoid 
as required. 
Finally, the action of the 1-torsor ...J!?, XA 3~!!?r *l?xR B is compatible with the 
obtained multiplication: if doqy’=dlqy and qyo is such that &qyo=dOqy one has 
WIYoQY, !?Yd?Y’) = m(Youl Wl Yo, doY))Y), 4(YoU Wl Yo, doY’))Y’) 
= cqYo(fi w, Yo, 4YHY9 You-l Ml Yo, doY ‘))Y ‘) 
= Nfi Nd, Yo, 4)Y)IYv (.A WoYo9 4 Y)Y’) 
= a(qKfi Nd, yo, do y))yL dU-i No yo, 4 Y ‘))Y ‘)) 
= aq(Y), dY ‘1). 
Thus, by Lemma 2.3, there exists a unique 2-torsor (&,p.), with J??. = 
Cosk * (El 2 B --n R) and p2 : I??~ -+A given by 
M4Yo9 4Y19 qy2) = HaYI 9 4Yo4Y2). 
This enables one to draw the commutative diagram 
e- . . . 
E2 -,E;=+ ‘-R EO 
13; l_,l_l / . . J E ~--,E,- -B -R 82 
A 
which concludes the proof. 0 
In summary, by 1.7, 4.1, 6.1 and 7.2, we have 
7.3. Theorem. Given p: B -nR a regular epimorphism and A E Ah(E) there is a 
natural exact sequence of abelian groups 
O-+HomE(R,A)-+HomE(B,A)-,Torso(p,A)*Torsl(R,A) 
-+Tors’(B,A)+Tors’(p,A)+Tors2(R,A)-+Tors2(B,A). Cl 
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8. The case of varieties of algebras 
In what follows V will designate a variety of associative and unitary algebras over 
a commutative and unitary ring K, that is, a full subcategory of the category of 
associative and unitary algebras over K which is closed under the operations of tak- 
ing subobjects, regular quotients and products (i.e. a monadic subcategory). 
8.1. Definition. Let REV. An R-structure in V is a diagram in V of the form 
P 
E-R , with ps= lR; 
S 
i.e. a split epimorphism of V. 
If one considers the ideal N= Ker(p), the homomorphisms and the multiplication 
in ‘E define actions R x N + N and N x R + N given by 
r - n =s(r)n, 
n - r = ns(r), neN,rER. 
Moreover, the (nonunitary) algebra structure of N together these actions com- 
pletely determine (up to isomorphism) such an R-structure since E is isomorphic to 
the direct sum of N and R with multiplication given by 
(n,r)(n’,r’)=(nn’+r.n’i-n.r’,rr’). 
By abuse of language, we may sometimes speak of the R-structure N with semi- 
direct product E = N 1 R. Note that N ] R is a unitary ring and it is in V while the 
ideal is not. 
An R-structure in V such that the kernel ideal N is singular, that is nn’= 0 for all 
n, n’ e N, is called an R-module in V. 
A morphism of R-structures (R-modules) will be a commutative diagram in V 
Nk NJR AR 
I I 
S 
Y f 
N’C-----, N’IR P’R 
S’ 
i.e., a morphism in Vf: N 1 R +N’l R such that p'f =p and fi =s’. Note that the 
homomorphism of (nonunitary) algebras f’ : N+N’ induced by f verifies that 
f’(ran)=r*f’(n) andf’(n.r)=f’(n)~r for all reR and tiEN (that is, ‘flis com- 
patible with the actions”) and in turn such a homomorphism f’ : N-+N’ compatible 
with the actions uniquely determines a homomorphism in V, f : N 1 R +N’ 1 R of R- 
structures, by f(n, r) = (f’(n), r). 
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8.2. Proposition. The category of R-modules in V is equivalent to the category of 
abelian groups in the comma category V/R (i.e., the category which objects are the 
homomorphism of V over R). 
There is an associative and unitary algebra Re (the universal enveloping algebra) 
such that this category of R-modules in V is equivalent to the usual category of Re- 
modules. 
Proof. For the first part see [22], and for the second [19]. Cl 
Because the underlying functor U: V -*Set is monadic, for each R EV the 
induced underlying functor V/R + Set/U(R) is monadic as well [6]. Let (E be 
the induced cotriple in V/R. For each R-module A 3 R Z R in V let Der( -, A) = 
Homv,R(-,A 3 R-R) and, following [3], we denote by H"(R,A)=Hg(R, Der(-, A)) 
the cotriple cohomology groups. 
By 8.2, an R-module A 3 R e-R in V is an abelian group in V/R and we can 
then consider the abelian groups Tors”(R, A) = Torst,R(r, A 1 R --n R). 
The relations between these abelian groups are 
8.3. Proposition (Beck-Duskin). Tors”(R, A) s H”(R, A), n 10. 
Proof. See [9] and [15]. 0 
For each surjective epimorphism p : B --w R in V, one may define the cohomology 
groups H”(p, A), n 20, as the cohomology of the cochain complex Q* defined by 
Q*=Coker(Der(G’+‘R,A)+Der(G’+‘B,A),rrO). 
These groups coincide with the ones defined by Rinehart in [23] (also with the ones 
defined by Loday [20] for V = Groups). These groups are studied by Van Osdol in 
[25], where it is established that there exists a natural long exact sequence 
. ..+H”(R. A)-,H”(B, A)-+H”(p, A)-+H”+‘(R, A)+... 
In what follows, we will interpret the results of the preceding sections in the exact 
category E = V/R. 
If p : B--w R is a surjective epimorphism in V and N is the kernel ideal of p, then 
N has a B-structure in V with actions given by translations; that is 
If we now consider the ideal T of B xR B generated by ((nn’+ n”, n”); n, n’, n”E N} 
the quotient has an induced R-structure in V given by the diagram 
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Bx,BV B 
A 
i I 
P 
Bx,B/T&R 
since Ker(q) = N/N2, N/N2 is an R-module in V (the actions of R on N/N2 are 
the natural ones, i.e. for all TE R, n E N and p(b) =r, r a (n + N2) = bn + N2, 
(n+N’).r=nb+N’). 
8.4. Proposition. For all p : B -R and an R-module A in V, there are natural 
isomorphisms 
H”(p, A) K Tors’(p, A) z Hom,(N/N2, A) 
where N is the kernel ideal of p and 
Tors’(p, A) = Tors’(B 2 R, A 1 R-R). 
I// 
R 
Proof. By Lemma 2.1, 
Tors’(p, A) z Ker(HomvIR(B xR B - R, A ] R -R) 
d,*--d,*+d,* 
~HomV,,#3xRBx,B-R,A!R-R)) 
and then Tors’(p, A) s H”( p, A) by [23, Proposition (2.20)]. 
For the second assertion note that for a morphism t, : B xR B + A 1 R such that 
pr tl =p pr, the condition tl(xo,xl)- tl(xo, x2)+ tl(x1,x2)= sp(xo), for each 
(x0, x1, x2) E B xR B xR B, is equivalent to t, d =sp, that is to a diagram 
Now, since A is singular the above diagram factors through the R-module N/N2 
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and then we have an isomorphism Tors”(p,A)+HomR(N/N2, A) given by 
t,- t: N/N2-+A where t(n+N2)=tl(n,0). Cl 
8.5. Definition. Let EE V and H an E-structure in V. We consider E as E-structure 
by translations 
(i.e. E 3E=ExE+E) 
and we define a ‘crossed module’ in V as a morphism 
H&E 
of (nonunitary) algebras such that: 
(i) The unique map p : H 1 E+Ex E such that the diagram 
H- HJE&E 
I I 
s 
e P 
Pr 
E -EXE-E 
A 
is commutative (that is p(h, e) = (e(e) + h, e)) is a morphism of algebras (i.e., Q is a 
morphism of E-structures). 
(ii) The unique map p : HxH+H 1 E such that the diagram 
pr 
HC-----,HxHW H 
A 
Q 
I I 
e 
H’HH]E&E 
S 
is commutative (that is, &h, h’) = (h - h’,&h’)) is a morphism of (nonunitary) 
algebras. 
A morphism of crossed modules in V, (HA E) -+ (H’s E’), is a commutative 
diagram 
where fO is a morphism in V and fi is a morphism of nonunitary algebras such that 
the unique map, f: H 1 E+H' 1 E’ such that the diagram 
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is commutative (i.e., f(h, e) = (f,(h),fo(e))) is a morphism in V. 
We will denote MC(V) the category of crossed modules in V. 
8.6. Proposition. (a) Let H be an E-structure in V. A morphism of (nonunitary) 
algebras H % E is a crossed module if and only if 
(i) @(es h) = e&h) and @(ha e) = g(h)e for all h E H and e E E; and 
(ii) hh’=q(h)- h’= ha ,q(h’) for all h, h’E H. 
(b) If (H + E) and (H’+ E’) are crossed modules in V, a commutative diagram 
H- E 
I I fl fo 
H -E’ 
is a morphism of crossed modules if and only if 
(i) fi(e. h)=fo(e). f,(h), hEH, eeE; and 
(ii) fi (h . e) = fi (h) . fO(e), h E H, e E E. 
Proof. It is straightforward to see that the conditions (i) and (ii) of (a) are respective- 
ly equivalent to the conditions (i) and (ii) of Definition 8.5, and likewise (i) and (ii) 
of (b) together are equivalently to the statement that the map f: H 1 E-H 1 E’ of 
Definition 8.5 is a morphism. Cl 
The concept of crossed module generalities the concepts of ideal and module 
(analogous as a crossed module in groups generalizes the concepts of normal 
subgroup and usual module). In effect, if H&E is a crossed module, since 
e q(h) = ,q(e - h) E Im g(e), Im g(e) = (e(h), h E H} is an ideal of E. Thus, if Q is injec- 
tive, H is isomorphic (as nonunitary algebra and as E-structure) to an ideal of E; 
and conversely, it is clear that if H is an ideal of E, considering H as E-structure 
in V by translations (that is H 1 E = E xEjH E s E), then the inclusion HGE is a 
crossed module. If A is an E-module in V, the’morphism zero A -% E is a crossed 
module and, conversely, if H -?+E is a crossed module, then necessarily H is 
singular because hh ‘= O(h) - h’= 0. Thus H is an E-module in V. 
8.7. Proposition. The category of crossed modules in V, MC(V), is equivalent to the 
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categov of groupoids in V, Grp(V). 
Proof. Given a crossed module in V, H AE, one associates to it a groupoid in 
the following way: We consider the semidirect product H 1 EqE and the diagram 
in V 
where T:H!E+E is the composition HlEAExEzE (that is, T(h,e)= 
g(h) + e, see condition (i) of 8.5). It is straightforward to see that the above diagram 
defines the source and target of a groupoid whose multiplication p : A ’ --, H 1 E is 
given by 
A(k e), (h ‘, e + e(h))) = (h + h ‘, e) 
(note that by the condition (ii) of 8.5, p is a morphism of unitary algebras). 
We define F: MC(V)+Grp(V) by 
s 
m 
F(HzE)=H]E- TE. 
If 
H&E 
is a morphism of crossed modules, we define F((fi ,fo)) as 
H3E 
I f 
H’IE’ 
Pr 
1 
T 
Pr 
T 
E’ 
I fo 
E’ 
where f is the morphism of Definition 8.5 (i.e. f(h, e) = (f,(h), fO(e))). 
F((fi, fO)) is a functor because 
fCr((h,e),(h’,e+e(h)))=f(h+h’,e)=(f,(h)+fi(h’),fo(e)) 
=~((fi(h),fo(e)),(fl(h’),fo(e)+eIf,(h))) 
=p( f(h, e), f(h’, e + e(h)), for all h, h’E H and e E E. 
Conversely, let 
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be a groupoid in V. The kernel ideal of p, H, has an E-structure with H 3 E= 
E, &E and we have a crossed module H&E, where e = Tl H. In effect, 
~(eash) = T(s(e)h) = Ts(e)T(h) = es e(h); thus Q is a morphism of E-structures. Now, 
the multipication morphism of the groupoid is necessarily given by 
~((h + s(e)), (h ’ + s(e + e(h))) = h + h ’ + s(e) 
(because 
p(h + s(e), h ’ + He + e(h)) = ,dh + Ne), h9, He + e(h)) + pu(4 h ‘1 
=p(l,sT)(h+s(e))+p(sp,l)(h’)=h+s(e)+h’), 
and then 
Mh, h ’ + WO)(ho, hi + se&d)) = Ah, h ’ + se(h))p(ho, hi + s&ho)), 
which implies that 
or 
e(h). h;+h’q(h;)=hh;+h’h,. 
Thus hh’=&h)* h’= h ?? e(h’) for all h, h’EH. 
We define G : Grp(V)+MC(V) by 
S 
la 
GW, 
TIH TE)=H ,E 
where H is the kernel ideal of p as above. 
If 
EI - 
I- E’ 
is a functor, we define 
H- E 
W&d= I-AH I I h 
H’- E’ 
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This is a morphism of crossed modules because 
and 
fi (h ?? 4 =fi VO - .A+). 
Clearly G gives a quasi-inverse for F. Cl 
In other algebraic contexts the above equivalence is proved in [2]. 
8.8. Let H&E be a crossed module in V. Let 
A =Ker(e)={aEH(&)=O}. 
For all a~/l and hEHone has 
ah=e(a)-h=O-h=O=h-O=h-e(a)=ha 
and then ACZ(H)={hEHIhh’=O=h’h for all h’eH). A is an E-module in V 
with actions obtained by restrictions of the actions of E over H, that is A 1E= 
HlEx EXE E according to the pullback diagram 
AAx(I ’ IA -EXE
(note that A 1 E 3E is the subgroupoid of automorphisms of the groupoid 
associated to H+E in the proof of 8.7; so, really is an abelian group in V/E). 
Because Im g(e) is an ideal of E, if we let R = E/Im g&) (note that R is isomorphic 
to the object of connected components of the groupoid F(H%E)), then A 
also an R-module with actions induced by the projection p : E *R, explicitely 
is 
AIR= 
Ah5 
6, Mm s(e)) r Rs 
We will say that the crossed module H A E is over R under A with augmentation 
p:E*R. 
8.9. Definition. Let A be an R-module in V. We define the category MC(R, A) 
- whose objects are the crossed modules in V over R under A, 
Such that the induced structure of R-module on A is the given one, and whose mor- 
phisms are the morphisms of crossed modules which induce the identity map on R 
and A 
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AC-----,H -E -R 
! $1 fo 
AC----,H -E’-R 
Given two crossed modules in MC(R, A), they are considered equivalent if there 
is a morphism in MC(R, A) from one to the other, and we define the equivalence 
relation in MC(R, A) to be the one which propagates this. 
We denote E2(R, A) the set of equivalence classes in MC(R, A). 
In addition, for each surjective epimorphism p : E-n R, we consider the sub- 
category MC@, A) of MC(R, A) whose objects are the crossed modules over R 
under A with fixed augmentation p : E *R and whose morphisms are the mor- 
phisms in MC(R, A) with fO= 1, 
AC----,H -E -R 
I fi 
A-W’- -R E 
Since f, is necessarily an isomorphism, this category MC& A) is a groupoid. We 
define E’(p, A) as the set of connected components of MC@, A). 
8.10. Proposition. If A is an R-module in V, for each surjective epimorphism in V, 
p: E-R, one has 
Also 
H’(p, A)=Torsr(p, A)zE’(p, A). 
H2(R, A)=Tors’(R, A)eE2(R, A). 
Proof. Let us show that Tors’(p, A)= E ‘(p, A) and Tors’(R, A) s E2(R, A). 
Given NE., /VI E Tors’(p, 4, 
(A2 is the object of 2-horns of E,, that is the algebra of pairs (X,X’) E El x El such 
that dOx=dOx’), we consider the crossed module associated, according to 8.7, to 
the groupoid fiber of E,, that is H AE where H is the kernel ideal of do : El -+E 
and Q = dl 1 H. In this case 
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Ker(e) = Ker(c@ n Ker(d, ) = Ker(Pr : A 1 R *I?) = A, 
because E2 =A 1 R xR A*, and p = Coeq(d,, d,) implies that E/Im g(e) SR. 
One thus has the crossed module over R under A : 
in which the induced action of R over A is the given one: For p(x) =r and 
/l2W4=a, 
r* a=x- a =82(0,4 s&+3) =Mso(x), so(x), so(x))(O, 0, e,)) 
= P2(w&MQ 9 el 1) = B 2~0WMd4 4 el I= w(x)a = s(r)a. 
Thus (A~*H-+E-+R)EMC(~,A). 
If 
mk----- . . . E=E- 2- 1- E -R 
is a morphism of 2-torsors, this induces a morphism of crossed modules 
AC-----,H -E -R 
I fi IH fo 
ALH’ -E’ -R 
and the correspondence (E,, /I.) w (A GH-+ E ++ R) induces well defined maps 
Tors’(p, A)+E’(p, A) and Tors*(R, A)+E*(R, A). 
Conversely, if AGH &E&R is a crossed module over R under A, this 
defines a 2-torsor in V/R over R = R under A 1 R-R, (E,, j?.), with augmentation 
p, where 
E,=HIE+E,=E 
is the groupoid as in 8.7 and whose attached 1-torsor E, xR A 1 RIs:E, --n E XR E is 
given by the isomorphisms El xR A 3 R z El x A s El xE El defined by 
((h, e), (a, p(4)) - ((k e), a) c-) ((4 e), (h + a, e)); 
explicitely, 
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-- 
(E.J.)=-2; -----;,HjEaE-R 
I 1 82 
AIR----i, R b -R-R 
where M&, d, (h 1, e), YQ, e + e(hoN = ho - h 1 + h2 E K&d = A. 
If 
AC----,H -E -R 
I I fl fo 
ALH -E/-R 
is a morphism in MC(R, A), this defines a morphism of 2-torsors 
AgHIE= -E-R 
1,--,:x If0 
A2: ‘BE’-R 
where f is the morphism of Definition 8.5 (see the proof of Proposition 8.7), since 
B’U(ho, d, f(h 1 s e), fh e + e(W)) 
=P’((fi(ho),fo(e)),(fi(h,),fo(e)),(fi(h2),foe+e’fiho))) 
=A (ho) 3-i (h 1) +fi VU =A (ho - h, + h2) 
= INho, d, (hl s e), (h e + e(hd). 
We thus define maps E’(p, A)+Tors’(p, A) and E2(R, A)-+Tors2(R, A) using 
the above construction. These clearly are inverses respectively of the previous 
Tors’(p, A)+E’(p, A) and Tors2(R, A)+E2(R, A). 
Finally, Tors’(p, A) = H’)p, A) is a consequence of [26, Theorem (6.13)]. (alter- 
natively, the isomorphism H’ (p, A) z E1 (p, A) is proved in [7] and for some cases 
in [23]). Tors2(R, A)=E2(R, A) is given by 8.3. 0 
Duskin in [lo] claims that every commutative groupoid in an algebraic category 
is the fiber of a canonically defined 2-torsor over its object of connected com- 
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ponents. This result for V can be obtained as follows: If A4. is a groupoid in V, the 
equivalence of 8.7 gives a crossed module F(M,). Now, by the remarks 8.8, this 
crossed module is over R under A, where R is the algebra of connected components 
of A4, and by the proof of 8.10, F(M.) corresponds to a 2-torsor over R under 
A 3 R--w R whose groupoid fiber is iW.. Since the groupoid fiber of any 2-torsor is 
necessarily commutative (i.e. fg=gf for all automorphisms in the groupoid), we 
have 
8.11. Corollary. Every groupoid in V is the fiber of a 2-torsor. Then every groupoid 
in V is commutative. 
8.12. Definition. Let M=H a E be a crossed module in V over R. 
A ‘realization’ of the ‘abstract kernel’ (M, lR) is a pair (FO --n R, qO), where 
FO+ R is a surjective epimorphism in V with N its kernel ideal (i.e., a (non- 
singular) extension of R by H) and q. : F. -+E is a morphism in V such that 
(i) The diagram 
HC-----,F,-R 
HLE -R 
is commutative; and 
(ii) The action of F. on H by translations coincides with that induced by q. (i.e., 
xh - qo(x) - h), or equivalently that the unique map q1 : F. xR Fo+ H 1 E such that 
the diagram 
A 
I I 90 
HC-----, HJE &E 
s 
is commutative (that is ql(x, y) = (y -x, qo(x))) is a morphism of unitary algebras. 
This is clearly equivalent to F. xR Fez H 1 E xE Fo. 
A morphism of realizations (F. + R, qo) + (Fi ++ R, 46) of (M, 1R) is a morphism 
@ : F. +Fi such that the diagram 
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is commutative. Note that @ is necessarily an isomorphism and the category whose 
objects are the realizations of (M, lR) and whose morphisms are the morphisms of 
realizations, is a groupoid. 
We define Real(M, lR) the corresponding category of connected components. 
8.13. Proposition. Let M=H AE be a crossed module over R and G(M) its 
associated groupoid according to 8.7. Then Real@& lR) g Torsr JR, G(M)). 
Proof. An element of Tors,,(R, G(M)), up to isomorphism, will be a diagram 
A 
1 
HjEy E - 
with pr q1 = qodO Cartesian (see Section 5). Then 
Ker(F, --$) R) = Ker(dO) = Ker(pr : H 3 E + E) = H, 
and one has the diagram 
HLF, -R 
40 
I 
H- -R E 
with the additional condition that the action of FO on H by translations coincides 
with that induced by q. since Fo xR Fo- = H 7 E xE Fo. Therefore, we have a realiza- 
tion of (M, 1R). 
Conversely, the realization of M, (F. *R, qo) determines canonically, up to iso- 
morphism, the above I-torsor over R under G(M) since Q is the morphism of 
Definition 8.12, that is qr(x, y) = (y-x, qo(x)), and the cocycle condition is 
satisfied: If (x0, x1, x2) E F. xR F. xR Fo, then 
4,(~o,x1)41(~1,~2)=(~I - x0, Qo(XoMX2 - Xl ¶ 40(x1 1) 
= (Xl -~0+~2--1,~0~~0~~=~~2--x~,Q0~~0~~=~,~~0~~2~~ 
Then, [(Fo* R, qo, ql)] - [(F. * R, qo)] is a bijection. 0 
For A an R-module in V let E’(R, A) be the usual abelian group of equivalence 
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classes of singular extensions of R by A in V. If we consider the crossed module 
A AR (see the preceding notes to 8.7), a realization of (A LR, lR) is precisely 
a singular extension of R by A and the groupoid G(A AR) is K(/l 1 R + R, 1). 
Thus, by 8.13, we have 
8.14. Corollary. Tors’(R,A)zEl(R,A). 
As consequence of 5.3, 5.4, 8.10 and 8.14 we have 
8.15. Proposition. A crossed module M, over R under A, is a representative of the 
zero class in H’(R, A) if and only if Real(M, IR) z 0. If this is so, H’(R, A) acts on 
Real(M, IR) as a principal homogeneous representation. 
8.16. Definition. Let HGF 3 R be a (nonsingular) extension in V. 
We define the category N(p) whose objects are pairs (H&E, qo), where H&E 
is a crossed module over R and q. : F + E is a morphism in V such that (F -% R, qo) 
is a realization of (HA E, lR): 
HC-----,F-R 
I 40 
HA-E-R 
(see Definition 8.12). A morphism in N(p),(H~E,qo)-+(H~E’,q~) is a 
morphism in V, f. : E+E’, such that 
is a morphism of crossed modules (or equivalently that fo(e. h) =fo(e) - h, 
fo(h . e) = ha fo(e)), and the diagram 
H-F-R 
E’-R 
is commutative. 
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And let Z(p) be the category, under the inclusion, of all the ideals A of F such 
that ACz(n)=[h~HIhh’=O=h’h for all h’EH). 
We then have 
8.17. Proposition. The categories N(p) and Z(p) are canonically equivalent. 
Proof. Let (H *E,qo) EN(~): By the remarks 8.8, A =Ker(q)cZ(H) and 
A GH~*F is an ideal because for all x E F and a E A, xa = qo(x) a a E A (really, by 
5.2, Ac*FaE is a singular extension). If fc: (H%E,qo)-+(H%E’,q~) is a 
morphism in N(p) it is clear that Ker(q)C Ker(e’) and we define a functor 
S: N(p)-+Z(p) by S(H-%5,q0)=Ker(q). 
Conversely, let A E Z(p). We consider E= F/A and His an E-structure in V with 
actions induced by the projection q. : F *F/A (i.e. qo(x)- h=xh), that is H3E= 
Fx, F/d(A). Then the composition Q = Hc*F+E is a crossed module: 
e(q&) . h) = e(xh) = qo(xh) = qo(x)qo(h) = qo(x) - e(h); 
e(h - q&N = NM = qdhh(x) = e(h)qdx) and 
hh’=qo(h). h’=h.qO(h’)=q(h). h’=h.q(h’); 
and it is over R since Im g(e) = H/A and E/Im g(q) = F/H= R. We thus have the ob- 
ject in N(p): 
HC-----,F -R 
I 90 
H @ - F/A -R 
Note that Ker(q) =A. 
If AcA’ in Z(p), it is plain to see that the canonical morphism F/A *F/A’ is a 
morphism (H + F/A, qo) + (H+ F/A’, qi) and we define a functor T : Z(p) -+ N(p) 
by T(A) = (HA F/A, qo) as above. 
We immediately observe that STs 1 and for (H*E,qo)~N(p), since Ker(q)G 
F % E is a singular extension and then E = F/Ker(q), we have that (H&E, qo) z 
(H -+ F/Ker(qo), F + F/Ker(qo)); that is TSz 1. Cl 
8.18. Corollary. Given an extension H&F 5 R there exists a canonical crossed 
module over R for which the given extension is a realization: This crossed module 
corresponds to the final object in the category N(p) under 8.17 (Z(p) by the functor 
T of 8.17). 
Proof. The center Z(H) is an ideal of F and clearly is a final object in the category 
Z(p). The canonical crossed module is thus 
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Z(H)c*H+F/Z(H)*R. Cl 
For L an ideal of EEV, we denote Z(E,L)=je&lex=O=xe for all xe:L). 
8.19. Lemma. Zf Ac*H 4 E+ R is a crossed module over R under A such that 
Z(E, Im g(e)) = 0, then A = Z(H). 
Proof. We only need the inclusion Z(H)CA. For this, let h E Z(H), then for each 
x E Im g(e), if x = ,q(h’), one has x&h) = &h’)@(h) = e(h’h) = e(0) = 0 = &h)x. Conse- 
quently q(h) E Z(E, im g(e)) = 0 and therefore h E Ker(& = A. Cl 
Let us suppose that our veriety V verifies the condition that for each set X+0 
there is an element XE X such that is not a divisor of zero in the V-free algebra on 
X. If this condition is satisfied, then for each object R in V there is a free presenta- 
tion, FP- R, such that Z(F, Ker(p)) =0 (see [22, p. 3191). The varieties of all 
associative, as well as all the associative and commutative, algebras obviously verify 
the above condition. 
In this setting one has 
8.20. Proposition (Every element of H2 is an obstruction). Let A be an R-module 
in V. For each class [A&H-+ E --n R] in E’(R, A) there exists a representative 
crossed module in which A = Z(H). 
Proof. Let p : F -R be a free presentation in 
By Theorem 7.3, associated to the regular 
sequence 
. 
V such that Z(F, Ker(p)) =O. 
epimorphism p there is the exact 
O=Tors’(F, A)+Tors’(p, A)-rTors2(R,A)+Tors2(F, A)=O. 
Then, Tors’(p, A)=Tors2(R, A) and, by 8.10, E’(p, A)aE2(R, A). 
Hence, each class in E2(R, A) has a representative crossed module with augmen- 
tation p, AGH-+F 2 R. As Z(F, Ker(p)) = 0, by 8.20, A = Z(H) as required. Cl 
Finally, by Theorem 7.3, we have 
8.21. Proposition. Let L&B --% R be an extension in V an A an R-module in V. 
There exists a natural exact sequence 
0 + Der(R, A) --) Der(B, A) -+ Hom,(L/Z2, A) + H’ (R, A) 
+H’(B, A)-+E’(p, A)-+H2(R, A)-+H2(B, A) 
where E 1 (p, A) is the abelian group of equivalence classes of crossed modules over 
R under A with fixed augmentation p : B ++ R. 
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By 8.3,8.4 and 8.10 this sequence is, up to isomorphism, a fragment of the longer 
one obtained, using resolutions, by Van Osdol in [25]. 
Let us note that for V the variety of all the associative and unitary algebras over 
K the cohomology of Shukla [24] coincides with the Barr-Beck cotriple cohomology 
relative to the absolute cotriple [3], and for V the category of all the associative- 
commutative and unitary algebras, the cohomology of Andre-Quillen [l] also coin- 
cides with the cotriple cohomology. Thus, the above theorems give the relevant 
obstruction theory. Also the above &term exact sequence includes the 5-term exact 
seqeuence for the Andre cohomology proved in [l] and agrees with the 8-term exact 
sequence for Harrison-cohomology obtained by Gerstenhaber in: The third 
cohomology group of a ring and the commutative cohomology theory, Bull. AM.S. 
73 (1%7) 950-54. 
Finally, let us mention that the correspondence, described above, between the 
concepts of torsor, realization of 2-torsor, etc. and the more classical ones of 
singular extension, crossed module, nonsingular extension, etc. together with the 
corresponding translations of the results of this work apply, mutatis mutandis, in 
many others contexts, e.g. varieties of groups, Lie algebras or Jordan algebras. 
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